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Gemstone Feng Shui
From a best-selling author and internationally regarded feng shui consultant comes a groundbreaking and thoroughly practical workbook on
understanding chi--the essential energy behind every holistic therapy. Chi is the power that makes every form of holistic healing and wellness
work, from shiatsu to feng shui, from Reiki to moxibustion. This practical, invaluable, and fully illustrated workbook contains the secrets of
generating that vital force and living a happier, healthier life. It explains in a clear and lucid way the mind-body connection; teaches you how
to sense your own chi energy field (and interact with those of others); and shows how to create a more balanced lifestyle. Color photographs
display a variety of exercises--including t'ai chi and chi gong --as well as therapies, such as acupressure, that will improve sleep, beat stress,
and get the energy flowing. There are even delicious chi-boosting recipes that nourish body and soul. Throughout, the author's boxed tips
help keep you on the right track as these positive strategies become an indispensable part of your life. A Main Selection of One Spirit
Bookclub. Simon Brown is the author of the huge international best-sellers Practical Feng Shui and Practical Feng Shui Solutions. A highly
regarded feng shui consultant, his clients include well-known celebrities and numerous large companies, such as The Body Shop and British
Airways

Feng Shui in a Weekend
Proper balance in life and in business can leave people inspired, engaged, and ready to take action. And for real estate professionals, home
buyers, designers, or just personal home life, the way you stage and design a home or your business can keep you or your clients energized,
focused, and in-tune with goals both today and in the future. A Course in Real Feng Shui is a book focused on the holistic nature of how Feng
Shui impacts our lives and the spaces surrounding them. A wonderful look into an artform employed for thousands of years, the hidden
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secrets within these pages will help fortify your personal accomplishments and overall business success! Written by renowned consultant,
teacher, and author Althea S.T., you'll learn all about the influence of Feng Shui as it pertains to landscape, surroundings, and properties.
From finding out why some locations stay inactive or become negative spaces, to choosing locations and layouts that empower and guide
you along, you'll gradually learn how to evaluate, design, redesign and improve any property. This comprehensive Feng Shui book will also
teach you: What Comes with a Property and Why Its Shape and Direction Matter Real, Applicable Practices Behind Feng Shui How to
Employ Maps, a Compass, Layouts, Locations, and Directions Advanced Teachings to Change Energy and Perspective And so much more!
Inside A Course in Real Feng Shui , you'll also find jam-packed appendices and more than 200 illustrations and tables for you to study and
compare; along with a 2017-2030 DS calendar, complete chapter on Annual Assessment, and the difference between good and bad locations
in detail. Get this book today and rejuvenate your current living or work spaces, homes or properties, and other locales where you need to set
the right tone, comfort, and style. Award Winner in the Eastern Philosophy category of the 2017 Soul-Bridge Body-Mind-Spirit Book Awards of
Europe (January 29, 2018).

Decorating With the Five Elements of Feng Shui
Feng Shui is the ancient Chinese art of arranging physical space to maximize positive energy. Whether you’re a novice or knowledgeable
about Feng Shui, a powerful CEO or an assistant, this guide will help you tap the power of Feng Shui in your workplace to boost your
productivity and performance. Feng Shui Your Workplace For Dummies will help you work more effectively, with dozens of simple fixes and
tweaks to enhance energy, increase harmony, relieve tension, and promote career achievement. You’ll get an overview of Feng Shui
terminology and principles and discover how to: Deal with any type of workplace, including a cramped cubicle, open concept office, traditional
office, or a makeshift home setup Choose and arrange furniture to bring more energy and flow to your workspace Deal with improper lighting,
glass doors, and walls Reduce clutter Use light, flowers, and sound to create harmony Make the most of color and texture, including dressing
for success Use Feng Shui in your interactions with others for harmonious relationships with colleagues Build a business the Feng Shui way
Written by Holly Zeigler, a Feng Shui devotee and consultant for commercial and residential architects and developers, and Jennifer Lawler, a
master at Martial Arts and author of Martial Arts For Dummies and ASVAB For Dummies, this book helps you put the time-honored principles
of Feng Shui to work in your workplace! It even includes a workspace sketch pad to help you plan your furniture placement. After all,
according to Feng Shui, something as simple as moving the furniture in your workspace can help you move up in the workplace!

A Course in Real Feng Shui
Rule the world and take control of your emotional and mental health from where you sit, stand, and sleep. The Holistic Home is based on an
original lifestyle concept focused on creating a dynamic, healthy, and thoughtful space within yourself and your home by combining three
planes of action—mind, body, and spirit—that result in profound change. The condition of the mind affects the psychology of how you dwell:
subconscious influences, decorating with intention, and allowing your emotional issues and challenges to manifest in your space. The
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physical aspects of your design space, such as furniture positioning, design elements, sustainability, wellness, and organization, are
representative of your relationship with your body. And finally, the spirit refers to all the invisible energies within you and your home—feng
shui, atmosphere, and the soul of your home. Years ago, author and holistic feng shui expert Laura Benko was diagnosed with a rare cancer.
Around that time, a book serendipitously fell on her head. She took this as a much-needed sign to devote the next decade of her life to
research and hundreds of transformative holistic design consultations. Her clients’ real-life, inspiring stories, along with specific actions and
tips, have become the foundation for The Holistic Home. Chapter by chapter, you’ll learn how to holistically tackle it all—relationships, clutter,
health, communities, inner balance, and more—by looking within your immediate environment to make direct connections in your life.

The Essence of Feng Shui
For thousands of years, the Chinese have used the principles of Feng Shui to enhance their lives. At last, these powerful techniques have
been translated into this practical and thought-provoking book so you can know how to combine Feng Shui, your body's energy centers, and
the good scents of fragrance to enhance your life. You will also learn how essential oils energize your body and home for greater health,
wealth, and happinessDiscover how to use your chakras and the Feng Shui Bagua through sage-old Kabbalistic, Indian, and Chinese wisdom
in your fragrant Feng Shui. Explore using fragrance everywhere to expand conciousness, reduce fears, and to enhance all of your life's
possibilities.

Holistic Spaces
This guide contains all the essential Feng Shui information you'll need for 2019. Discover the Annual Afflictions for 2020 and obtain an allencompassing view of the Flying Stars that impact your personal abode and workplace. With an analysis for all the 8 basic types of Houses in
2020, this year-long reference also comes with an insightful commentary to personalize your outlook on the Feng Shui of your property for the
entire year, making this one of the most comprehensive Feng Shui guide out there. What You`ll Learn: - How to avoid the negative influence
of the Annual Three Killings, Grand Duke, Year Breaker and 5 Yellow Star directions for 2020 - Overview of the Annual Flying Stars for 2020 A complete Flying Stars outlook for all the 8 Basic Houses in 2020 - A thorough monthly room-by-room guide to each of the 8 different types
of Houses - Flying Stars Feng Shui Analysis for all twelve months of 2020 with commentary and tips on the best sector to utilise for the month

Clear Your Clutter with Feng Shui (Revised and Updated)
Clear Englebert’s fifth book, Feng Shui for Retail Stores, is the result of over four decades of retail management experience combined with
two decades of professional feng shui experience. Store owners have dubbed this book, “A must-read for my staff.” This thorough book
covers: location and exterior, layout and visual presentation, merchandise selection and pricing, employee and customer interaction, plus all
the retail details that make merchandise move. It is an essential book for owners, managers, and employees of retail stores. It has received
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praise from many authorities. “There’s no stone left unturned here. Consider buying this book very inexpensive ‘success insurance’ for your
store.” —Karen Rauch Carter, author Move Your Stuff, Change Your Life “Business start-ups and veteran retailers alike can benefit from this
essential training manual which deftly integrates feng shui principles with a treasure trove of sound business practices for retail success and
prosperity.” —Angi Ma Wong, author Feng Shui Dos and Taboos “An excellent book to improve your own shop and enhance your expertise if
you work in feng shui or any form of shop design. Takes the reader logically though every aspect of setting up a successful retail store. The
book is well written and it is easy to follow the common sense, practical ideas. Covers many aspects of feng shui and mixes this with
essential good business practice. A book that is inspirational, motivating and reminds us of all the ways we can improve a retail space.”
—Simon Brown, author The Feng Shui Bible

The Western Guide to Feng Shui for Romance
Fengshui and similar arts have been practiced in the Far East for more than few thousand years. Fengshui is a very logical and scientific
body of ideas and theories. This body of knowledge was recorded by the ancient sages through keen observations of people, environment
and the stars. They documented, compared notes, and birthed this art. Once you understand its fundamental principles, you will be able to
produce harmony in almost any situation or environment and that is the most important level for any Fengshui practitioner to achieve.

The Three Sisters of the Tao
Money is more than a bank balance; it’s a reflection of the overall abundance in your life. Now, a CPA and feng shui practitioner presents an
unusual and valuable application of the ancient Eastern tradition of feng shui. Delving into all of the life forces that affect financial health, The
Feng Shui of Abundance is not just a monetary makeover; it is a whole-being program whose benefits include: • Locating the wealth area of
your office or home • Dislodging clogged energy in your career • Drawing on the five currents of the “River of Gold” to address debt,
personal spending, and your own potential for abundance • Creating a financial plan that speaks to your dreams and desires A liberating
book for those who feel financially “trapped,” and for anyone who wants to achieve his or her potential, The Feng Shui of Abundance
incorporates all three feng shui aspects—wind, water, and energy—unleashing the forces that control true wealth, creating clearer harmony
between your money, goals, and dreams. This is the perfect handbook for anyone seeking genuine peace of mind as well as financial
prosperity.

Simple Shui for Every Day
A thorough resource details all 75 rings of the lo p'an, also known as the feng shui compass, explaining how it works and how to read it for
luck, happiness and an improved life, in a book that is based on 30 years of research and practice, includes a history of feng shui and is
illustrated with more than 200 color and black-and-white illustrations and 65 tables.
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Feng Shui for Retail Stores
Transform your home into a calm, balanced and harmonious oasis using architect Anjie Cho’s helpful advice, drawing on her background in
green design and feng shui. You don’t have to get rid of all your possessions and become an ascetic to change your space and discover the
benefits that living in a considered, organic way can bring. The easy suggestions in Holistic Spaces show you how to implement the principles
of feng shui and green design in your home. Written for the way we live today, as we move toward a more mindful approach to health, diet
and the way that we choose the objects in our homes, this is the perfect guide to help you to clear and refresh your living environment. Learn
how to make every room in your home serve its highest purpose, create eco-friendly spaces, bring nature indoors, choose colours for
maximum impact, select a space for meditation practice, and overall, create a peaceful and organic home. From the bedroom to the home
office, these intuitive, straightforward tips will teach you to how improve your spaces to boost the flow of energy through your life.

How to Feng Shui Your Home
Balance your energy, improve your relationships and happiness, and heal your living space and the planet. Join feng shui expert Tisha Morris
as she reveals the amazing possibilities for transformation when you use five elements wisdom to make simple yet beautiful changes in your
home and life. The five elements—Wood, Fire, Earth, Metal, Water—are the threads of energy that connect all living beings with nature. Learn
how each element is expressed not only in nature, but also through you and your home. Start with a quiz to understand your elemental
makeup. Then follow the three-step formula to incorporate feng shui into your life. With a room-to-room guide for using the five elements,
instructions for healing spaces both inside and outside, and much more, Decorating With the Five Elements of Feng Shui will help you find
harmony in your body, your home, and the world.

Guide to the Feng Shui Compass
"Feng shui & Chinese Astrology 2020" contains all the essential feng shui and bazi (Chinese Astrology) information you will require to have a
happy, healthy and prosperous 2020. This book will equip you with the special knowledge on how to enhance your financial income; boost
your career; find love; have good health; achieve academic success; gain help from people; improve relationships; remove obstacles and
hindrances; improve communication skills etc. . "Feng shui & Chinese Astrology 2020" gives you an insight on • how the year will be for you
(based on Chinese animal signs); • how different rooms affect you (based on your gua no.); • outcome of events in your home/office based
on different rooms; • how to use your personal favorable directions for the year; • remedies and enhancers required for your home or office; •
how different businesses will perform in 2020; • global health issues that could happen; • general predictions on weather, political scenario; •
stock/share market performance. What can you do after reading the book? • Place the remedies as given in the book; • plan your
investments and finances according to the predictions given ; • plan your career according to the predictions given ; • get a medical check-up
done (if mentioned in the book); • watch yourself excel in life by using your personal favorable direction mixed with auspicious rooms in your
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home and office; • you can ensure everyone in the family including expecting mothers, recuperating patients, the elders, children. and babies
of the house have a healthy 2020; • you can ensure academic excellence for your children by using their personal favorable directions and
rooms; • you can have a smooth relationship with your partner or if you are single you can find love. This book is suitable for you if you want
to • invest in your life; • succeed in life and don't mind a little help from the heaven; • transform to become a better individual; • lead a happy,
healthy, wealthy and safe life; • be lucky in 2020; • have a prosperous and happy 2020. Reviews by readers - "Excellent made more sense
than other books of similar text. I began with much clarity to know and understand how to help my environment not endure so much negative
energy and misfortune . Before I started reading about Feng shui , I thought I was going through life with a black screen over my home.
Thanks to this author who really brought the positive energy back home." Celeste Murrell,East Orange , NJ on "Feng shui 2014" "An easy to
read, easy to understand book on what to look forward to here you are." Diane Kern, BellaOnline's feng shui editor on "Feng shui 2007"

Chi Energy Workbook
The British National Bibliography
The lines on your hand are as distinctive as the DNA that sets you apart as an individual, telling a great deal about your past, present, and
future - as well as providing insights into who you are. A practice that dates back more than 1,000 years, palmistry is the study of the lines,
texture, shapes, and idiosyncrasies of the hand. The Everything Palmistry Book introduces you to this ancient art and guides you step-bystep through the major lines of the hand - and the meaning of each one. From identifying the line of destiny to finding the perfect love match
to choosing the right career to discovering potential health risks, this fun and informational book shows you how to reveal things about
yourself no one else knows. The Everything Palmistry Book helps you learn to: Gauge your creativity level Control your destiny Analyze your
fingerprints Choose a career to fit your personality Find the perfect partner Packed with dozens of clear drawings of palms, The Everything
Palmistry Book will have you discovering new and exciting details about your—yet unknown—future in no time!

The Holistic Home
Feng Shui for 2020
The Western Guide to Feng Shui for Prosperity is a collection of over twenty true stories about people who have increased their prosperity
using Feng Shui principles. Gathered from around the United States and Europe, these ''rags to riches'' tales take you into the homes and
businesses of people from all walks of life who, by using the art and science of Feng Shui, solved their problems and enhanced their good
fortune.
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The Feng Shui Factor
Explains the basic principles of feng shui, including how to evaluate the internal and external environments, how to set up a geomantic chart
and relate that to a floor plan, and how to plan and choose a dwelling, furniture, and space.

Feng Shui & Chinese Astrology 2020
Feng shui cures and rituals to increase your cash flow ? How the different areas of your home impact your ability to earn--and keep--an
abundant income ? Specific feng shui problems that can drain your resources, block your cash flow, and keep you from prospering-and what
you can do about them ? How to diagnose problems that undermine wealth, and selecting appropriate cures and enhancements to meet the
needs of your space ? Learn all this and more as you arrange your space to enrich your life!

SIMPLE AND ESSENTIAL FENGSHUI FOR BEGINNERS
The Western Guide to Feng Shui on Prosperity is a collection of over twenty true stories about people who have increased their prosperity
using Feng Shui principles. Gathered from around the United States and Europe, these "rags to riches" tales take you into the homes and
businesses of people from all walks of life who, by using the art and science of Feng Shui, solved their problems and enhanced their good
fortune.

Complete guide to the art and practice of feng shui
“Brown, whose Practical Feng Shui Solutions and Practical Feng Shui explained how Feng Shui can be used for self-improvement and in
interior design, continues to give practical advice on how to incorporate this Chinese philosophy into one’s lifeThis book furnishes clear,
simple instructions.”—Library Journal.

Feng Shui Your Workspace For Dummies
Explains the principles and practice of feng shui and offers tips on room design for home and office to create harmony and contentment in life

Move Your Stuff, Change Your Life
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High-Vibe Feng Shui
The keys to manifesting major life transformation are within reach! In this fresh interpretation of the ancient art of Feng Shui, certified
practitioner Ashley Cantley offers readers the simple and straightforward guide she wishes she’d had when she started learning about Feng
Shui. Cantley’s 11-step program demystifies foundational ideas and practices, with guided exercises for creating intention, tapping into
intuition, cleaning and decluttering, and balancing and enhancing energy in the home. But this is no rule book! Cantley’s process for
eliminating blockages, realizing goals, and “living in the flow” is designed to be customized to anyone’s desires, experiences, and style.

Fast Feng Shui
In this revised and updated edition of her classic, bestselling book, Karen Kingston draws on her wealth of experience as a clutter clearing,
space-clearing, and feng shui practitioner to show you how to transform your life by letting go of clutter. Her unique approach lies in
understanding that clutter is stuck energy that has far-reaching physical, mental, emotional, and spiritual effects. You'll be motivated to clutter
clear as never before when you realize just how much your junk has been holding you back! You will learn: - Why people keep clutter - How
clutter causes stagnation in your life - How to clear clutter quickly and effectively - How to live clutter-free

The Feng Shui Bible
In this pithy and practical handbook, Ven. Jampa Ludrup lays out the fundamentals of feng shui without any of the opaque mysticism that
sometimes clouds the practice. "The aim of this book," he writes, "is to help you have more happiness in your life." Through his easy-tounderstand instructions, diagrams, and photos, Ludrup illustrates how simple alterations to the layout of your home can vastly improve
specific areas of your life-romance, prosperity, health, or whatever is troubling you. With nothing more than this book and a good compass,
you can rearrange your house, your fortune, and your life. The book comes with a handy pocket-sized chart that you can carry with you to job
interviews or first dates - any important events - so that you can be confident that you will be able to achieve the best possible outcome.

The Western Guide to Feng Shui for Prosperity
This practical guide of Feng Shui gives solutions to improve and enhance every aspect of your home environment.

Essential Feng Shui
Filled with photographs, stories, and many practical Feng Shui "tricks of the trade," this book is packed with ideas and tools that you can
easily apply to your life to increase your prosperity and improve your health, creativity, and overall happiness. Terah covers every room in
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great detail—including your living room, dining room, bedrooms and bathrooms, home office, kitchen, family room, and storage areas. She
also explores the attitudinal and spiritual work—the inner Feng Shui—that complements and strengthens your outer Feng Shui enhancements.
Includes a 16-page insert of color photos to emphasize the author’s points.

The Western Guide to Feng Shui
The Western Guide to Feng Shui: Room by Room
The Feng Shui of Abundance
Feng Shui is a practice that prioritizes the energy of our surroundings in specific ways. Under its influence, we attract and hold onto chi that
supports our happiness and well-being. Think of it as home improvement-meets-self empowerment! So, what you can expect in the pages
ahead? There are 365 prompts. One for every day of the year. However, these aren't specific to the time of year or prescribed in a specific
order. All the suggestions are more of a grab-and-go, so have fun! Some are straightforward Feng Shui: do this; don't do that. Some focus on
chi (energy) enhancers because all of us deserve an entourage of encouragement. Some spotlight the 5 Chinese Elements - Wood, Fire,
Earth, Metal, and Water - and how they influence our behavior and feelings. Some are straight up motivational. Not every day will feel like a
"shui" day. These will be the connective tissue to keep you in the game while you take a break. Some talk about clutter. Clutter is resistance,
which means you need to clear it for the magic of shui to have any sway! And some are dedicated to space clearing - a form of energetic
cleaning. These tips are like a greatest hits' compilation, mindfully gathered from all my studies as well as the clients I've been blessed to
work with along their journeys. What we experience in life is often reflected energetically in our surroundings. And when we change what's
happening around us in a positive way, we reconfigure what happens in our lives as well - one day at a time!

the art of war
With the help of illustrations, charts, and hundreds of practical tips, a leading exponent of feng shui shows readers how to use the Chinese art
to organize their environment at home and at work to promote well-being and success. Original.

Practical Feng Shui
Based on more than 15 years of experience as a Feng Shui consultant and teacher, Terah explians how you can create a romatic life with all
its inherent joys and pleasures by learning 'the dance of heart and home.' Whether you wish to be swept off your feet by a lover, or to fully
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embrace the experience of being single, you cancreate a romantic life. Includes a FREE meditation CD!

The Everything Palmistry Book
Feng Shui is the ancient Chinese art of designing your surroundings in order to channel the positive energies of the universe and promote
success in life, health, wealth, and happiness. This book shows readers the way with guidance in choosing colors, fabrics, plants, artwork,
mirrors, lighting, and more.

A Master Course in Feng-shui
Provides a comprehensive guide to using feng shui to enhance any aspect of life, including relationships, finances, creativity, and health.

The Western Guide to Feng Shui
Enter the transformational world of the Three Sisters of the Tao with best-selling author Terah Kathryn Collins as she chronicles their
sagacious counsel on how to sustain—or regain—the Way of the Heart. Terah’s provocative dialogues with each Sister draw you into the
intimacy of their inner circle, each conversation a journey into the essence of a heart-centered life. Chinese Medicine restores tranquility with
her calming presence; illuminates your vital connection with Heaven and Earth; and opens new pathways of inspiration, sensuality, and
creativity. I Ching calls forth the full expression of your true self, harmonizes the union of your heart and mind, and reveals the unseen world
of loving help. Feng Shui imbues your surroundings with rhythmic resonance, opening you to the living symphony of sacred space—your
abode within the greater matrix of environmental harmony. Filled with helpful guidance and direction, this enchanting book includes 22
Essential Pearls, meditations, and introspective activities inviting you to dive deep into your true self; embrace your creative genius; and
dance with the Sisters on a path paved with serenity, kindness, and pleasure. There is a timeless quality, easy to recognize. You can feel it.
The Tao, the Way, is permeated with love.

Fast Feng Shui for Prosperity
In the ancient Chinese art of feng shui, when you change the placement of objects in your living space, you change a corresponding area of
your life. With Gemstone Feng Shui, you can affect change by using gemstones according to feng shui principles This book provides an easyto-understand introduction to feng shui and gemstones, and includes a guide to the uses of sixty-three specific gemstones. Here's a sample
of what gemstones can do for you: ·Amber--attracts luck, calms energy, and aids in building vitality ·Cat's-eye--protects against poverty
·Coral--promotes love and harmony, and helps build community ·Diamond--helps build relationships and support longevity ·Garnet--fosters
confidence and success ·Jade--aids in remembering dreams and solving problems ·Jet--engenders honor and justice ·Lapis
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lazuli--strengthens personal expression and intuition Put the natural energy of the earth's treasures to work for you.

The Principles of Feng Shui
An essential and accessible guide to increasing happiness, improving your financial well-being, and bettering your health through the timeless
Chinese art of feng shui. Promising health, wealth, and happiness, feng shui offers endless appeal—at least in concept. Unfortunately, feng
shui’s seemingly complicated methods are often difficult to learn and apply in a meaningful way. Fortunately, Move Your Stuff, Change Your
Life is written in plain and simple English for the modern Western reader. Revealing the ancient Chinese secrets that are as useful and
necessary today as they have been for centuries, Move Your Stuff, Change Your Life communicates how to: · MEET “THE ONE” · FIND A
DREAM JOB · EARN BETTER GRADES IN SCHOOL · ENJOY A BETTER SEX LIFE

Feng Shui: Seeing Is Believing
Principles of Feng Shui
Feng Shui is the ancient Oriental system of organizing your home and work place in a way that promotes health, happiness and success.
Learning the basic principles can help you transform your environment. 'This introductory guide explains:' What Feng Shui is and how it
works. Practical ways of finding the best possible placement for objects, furniture and rooms. How to find your personal Feng Shui number
and calculate when to travel or make changes in your lifestyle. How to find which direction is best for sleeping, working and optimising your
energy and creativity. What to expect from a professional Feng Shui consultant.
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